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Please Circle February 5th on 
Your Calendar—We Need You 
     A work day has been scheduled for 
the first Saturday in February to clear 

brush and trees blocking the road to the 
Sanders and the Jackson properties. 
Bring your own work gloves and a chain 
saw if you have one. Don’t worry if you 
don’t, those who lack chain saws are 
needed to load trimmings on the trailer. 
There’s plenty of work to go round. 
     Meet the rest of the gang at 9 a.m. at 
the “Y” on top of the hill from the river 
crossing. 
     Various board members will provide 
lunch in the Ranch House at noon. 
     See you there! 

 

Deer Slaughter Continues… 
     Five more deer have been slaugh-
tered since the bulletin sent out a few 
weeks ago. Perhaps most disturbing is 

the fact that the deer have been killed 
with extreme cruelty—gut shot with an 
arrow and left to linger in pain. 
     Law enforcement is ready to proceed 
on the basis of our hard-won injunction 
but we need a witness. If you see any-
thing suspicious contact a board mem-
ber or call 911 immediately. Do not 
wait. Please stay alert and help us put an 
end to the problem. Our injunction not 
only prohibits hunting it also prohibits 
discharge of any firearm (including a 
BB or pellet gun) as well as bow and 

arrow. 

Vandalism at Allnut Property 
   This information was in the email 
bulletin and we discussed it again at the 
board meeting on January 15th. If you 
want to receive news as it happens send 

your email address to diane@frio-
cielo.org and we will add you to the 
list. We do not publish or share email 
addresses. 
      While Rick and Diane Allnut were 
asleep in their cabin someone defaced 

the picnic table, slashed screens, and 
broke the tip of a knife off in the lock 
on the door.     
     Most incidents (vandalism and deer 
slaughter) have taken place during 
weekends or school holidays.       
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See You 
The 5th! 

Speeders and Bath House…. 
     Our resident speeders continue to drive without regard 
for the safety of others in spite of speed bumps and signs. 
Please, show respect and consideration for your neighbors. 
   Volunteer JW Young also reported that there have been 
problems with the bath house. Lights are left on (runs up the 
electric bill), toilets are left unflushed, floors are littered. 
The volunteers spent four hours trying to restore service af-
ter a large group of people used the toilets without flushing. 
The board discussed closing the bath house for the winter 
but Blanca Bustamante said it was essential to keep it open 

for the school bus driver. She volunteered to clean it during 
the week and her mother, Patricia Lawrence, said she would 
take the weekends. 
     The board was reminded that we have a rule in place that 
allows a $50 fine when members, or their guests, use our fa-
cilities and leave a mess. 
     We commend the majority of our members who not only 
do not leave a mess, they leave the bath house in better 
shape than they found it. Thank you. 
 

Results of Deed Restriction Review… 
     After a difference of opinion with an owner who wanted 
to have goats on a lot not listed in Deed Restriction 17, 
which specifies on which lots “livestock” animals may be 
kept, the board consulted attorney Blair Fassberg, an expert 
in HOA law. In his opinion letter Fassberg stated that the 
board had the authority to amend or clarify the rules so long 
as the original intent was not altered. 
     Cheryl Parkinson asked all directors to submit no more 

than three deed restrictions that they felt needed to be up-
dated. All directors mentioned the restrictions dealing with 
animals on lots and authorized Cheryl to meet with Fassberg 
and ask him to make suggestions regarding restrictions 6 
and 17. 
     There was some concern about the rules for sanitary sys-
tems. However, installation is now covered by strict county 
and state laws and the board has already ruled that no build-
ing that may become a dwelling will be approved unless 
plans (including the county permit) for a septic system are 
also submitted. 



Spring Sky-Watching Fling… 

     As the song goes—”The stars at 
night are big and bright, deep in the 

heart of Texas.” On Saturday, April 
30th, you will have a unique opportunity 
to see those bright stars through a state-
of-the-art telescope with an expert at 
your shoulder to answer questions and 

help you decipher the glitter in the sky. 
     Dr. Rick Allnut, amateur astronomer 
and new Frio Cielo owner, has offered 
to bring his equipment and share his 
knowledge. 
     The board will meet during the 
day—we’ve not yet set the time. We’ll 
share a pot luck dinner in the pavilion  
at 6:30 and at full dark (about 8:30 that 
time of year) the magic begins. 
     This is an opportunity you won’t 
want to miss. Bring a covered dish and 
join the fun. 

 

Saturday, April 30th 
Pot Luck in the Pavilion 

Star Viewing in Front Pasture 

The International Dark Sky 
Association Shows You How 
to Have the Stars and Still 
Have Outdoor Lights…. 
     It’s sort of like being able to have 
your cake and eat it too. At the recent 
board meeting Dr. Allnut shared IDA 
instructions on how to shield outdoor 
lights so that the light beams down 
where it is needed but does not shine 
upward to obscure the skyscape.  
     Even small towns, like Uvalde or 
Leakey generate so much light that 
only a handful of the brightest stars are 
visible. More information will be 

available at the Fling. 
 

Application for Ranch Host 
Position on Web Site… 
     Know someone who might be per-
fect as FCR Host? Steer them to frio-
cielo.org where they will find a de-
tailed job description and a download-
able job application. 
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Work Day February 5th 
We Need Help Clearing Brush and 

Trimming Trees. 
Meet at the Top of the Hill on the 
East Side of the River Crossing at 

9:00 a.m. 


